Abstract: For more than a decade, the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) has used in-situ observations of 2 m temperature and 2 m relative humidity to operationally constrain the temporal evolution of model soil moisture. These observations are not available everywhere and they are indirectly linked to the state of the surface, so under various circumstances, such as weak radiative forcing or strong advection, they cannot be used as a proxy for soil moisture reinitialization in numerical weather prediction. Recently, the ECMWF soil moisture analysis has been updated to be able to account for the information provided by microwave brightness temperatures from the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission of the European Space Agency (ESA). This is the first time that ECMWF uses direct information of the soil emission from passive microwave data to globally adjust the estimation of soil moisture by a land-surface model. This paper presents a novel version of the ECMWF Extended Kalman Filter soil moisture analysis to account for remotely sensed passive microwave data. It also discusses the advantages of assimilating direct satellite radiances compared to current soil moisture products, with a view to an operational implementation. A simple assimilation case study at global scale highlights the potential benefits and obstacles of using this new type of information in a global coupled land-atmospheric model.
Introduction
The importance of accurately initialisating land-surface variables for numerical weather and climatic prediction is widely accepted. In particular, soil moisture plays a key role in influencing the exchange of energy and water fluxes with the atmosphere. Besides, the soil moisture reservoir varies slowly in time and has long memory, longer than that of most atmospheric processes. Thus, errors in the initialization of soil moisture can propagate in time and have an impact on the forecast skill at different time ranges. For instance, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] perturbed the initial value of soil moisture in various experiments and showed impact in the forecast skill of air temperature and humidity at short and medium range, whereas [7] [8] [9] showed influence up to seasonal scales. Soil moisture initialization is crucial in seasonal forecasting studies ( [10] [11] [12] ), since anomalies may persist at monthly to seasonal time scales ( [13] [14] [15] ). Soil moisture information is not only relevant for weather prediction studies. Other areas, such as drought monitoring, agricultural and hydrological processes are also increasing the demand for more accurate knowledge of the available water resources. Therefore, it is of wide interest to put substantial effort into using all the available sources of soil moisture information in systems which are able to merge this information and produce estimates that are more accurate than only model-based simulations.
A common problem we have to face in Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) systems is the scarcity of available in-situ observations to constrain soil moisture initialization. Very few observations provide root-zone measurements, where the plants extracts the water for their photosynthetic activity, in turn influencing evapotranspiration. As a solution, many centers use data assimilation systems to propagate soil moisture information about the top few cm of soil to deeper layers ( [16] [17] [18] [19] ), providing the vertical profile of soil moisture. This generally results in an estimate better than those of models or by global fields based on interpolation techniques with the available (frequently insufficient) observations. Operational centers such as Météo France [20] or Environment Canada [21] use 2 m observations of temperature and relative humidity in an Optimal Interpolation (OI) scheme to constrain soil moisture. A similar system was used at ECMWF from July 1999 to November 2010. The latter was replaced by a more advanced scheme, a simplified version of the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) ( [22, 23] ), facilitating the incorporation of a growing number of satellite observations. This new system overcomes the main limitations of the previous OI scheme, in particular the low flexibility to be adapted for continuous remote-sensing data. At present, the operational ECMWF simplified EKF (SEKF) only assimilates proxy observations of soil moisture (2 m temperature and 2 m relative humidity). However, the hydrological components of the forecasting system are only partially constrained by these observations and soil moisture becomes a sink variable where errors accumulate, and is often adjusted to compensate for errors anywhere else in the model ( [5, 24] ). The launch in 2009 of the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS, [25, 26] ) mission of the European Space Agency (ESA), specifically designed to measure soil moisture over continental surfaces, provides an unprecedented opportunity to assimilate for the first time direct observations very sensitive to soil moisture, therefore providing a higher, more reliable constrain to obtain realistic soil moisture analyses. A vital basic advantage of raw satellite data is that it can be integrated in an operational context and contribute, in a routine way, to influence the weather forecast. This is feasible due to the quick latency of the raw product, whereas level-2 products, independently of their quality, are typically not available in near-real time (NRT), given that they need certain prior processing which delays the latency of the product. Another advantage is that the assimilation of direct satellite radiances makes it possible to have a better control of the error introduced in the assimilation system. On the other hand, some of the retrieval assumptions are not explicit when using level-2 products and an estimation of the retrieval uncertainty is difficult. In fact, the production of level-2 satellite products involves a prior estimate, frequently from a model, thus additional information besides the satellite measurement will be ingested in the system. Errors of the prior estimate are often correlated to the background value and they are commonly not taken into account. So by directly assimilating satellite radiances, inconsistencies between auxiliary information that would be used in retrievals and in the land-surface models are avoided, as remarked by [27] . Most of the recent studies have investigated the use of retrievals derived from satellite observations in advanced data assimilation systems, mainly with the available C-and X-band data ( [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] ). However, very few studies have used direct L-band brightness temperatures (T B ), much more sensitive to soil moisture, and they mostly address the point scale. An early study was performed by [35] with a 1D-prototype, whereas [36, 37] used real L-band T B , with the main objective of optimizing key parameters of a radiative transfer model (RTM). This paper goes a step further and reviews an operational Land Data Assimilation System (LDAS) in order to be able to extract useful soil moisture information from direct L-band T B , and integrate them in a coupled land-atmospheric weather forecasting system. This new feature makes it possible to quantify the influence of passive microwave data in the forecast of atmospheric processes.
The introduction of a new type of satellite data in an operational NWP system is a complex process which can be summarized in four main steps: a Data acquisition, infrastructure development and initial checks, b Development of an observation operator to obtain model equivalents of the observation and continuous monitoring of the new data, c Implementation of the new data in the data assimilation system, introduction in the forecasting system and validation against an operational configuration, d Long-term evaluation of the impact of the new data in the forecasting system with all available data.
Step b motivated the development of an L-band observation operator to obtain model equivalents of the observation (see the Community Microwave Emission Model (CMEM) in Section 2.4). The other aspects in steps a and b were described in [38] and originated the SMOS data monitoring website: http://www.ecmwf.int/products/forecasts/d/charts/monitoring/satellite/smos/. The objectives of this paper are focused on step c: firstly, presenting the revised current operational ECMWF LDAS (described in Section 2), and secondly, validating the upgraded system. To this end, the soil moisture analyses of a 15-day global-scale assimilation experiment and posterior 2 m temperature forecasts were compared to those of a similar experiment using an operational configuration. This is described in Section 3, as are other aspects such as the quality control of the observations and the origin of biases. Section 4 discusses several aspects of the experiments conducted in this study. Finally, Section 5 provides a summary of the main conclusions and future perspectives.
The Upgraded ECMWF Soil Moisture Analysis
The ECMWF Land Data Assimilation System (LDAS) runs weakly coupled with the 4D-Variational based upper-air atmospheric analysis. This separation has the benefit of making the LDAS more flexible and makes it possible to use an assimilation window optimized for land applications only. The variables analysed are snow depth and snow temperature, soil temperature and soil moisture [23] . The operational soil moisture analysis is based on the assimilation of 2 m temperature and 2 m relative humidity observations in the SEKF (see a detailed description of the SEKF in [22, 39, 40] ), which have previously been spread onto the model grid through a two dimensional OI. Optionally, active soil moisture data in C-band from the ASCAT (Advanced SCATterometer) sensor on board the MetOp platform can also be used in research mode to analyse soil moisture.
The SEKF equations are solved independently for each model grid point using a sequential process involving several steps; firstly, a land-surface model integration is initialised by a background forecast. Then the observations are collocated to the model grid and model time step. This enables a comparison with the model equivalent of the observations. The Kalman equations are computed next and the increments estimated at analysis time to adjust the background value of soil moisture. The analysed soil moisture field, along with the ensemble of the other analysed surface variables, is used to initialize a new surface integration which also influences the upper-air atmospheric analysis. This process is a two-way interactive procedure, as the atmospheric forecast also provides the background values for surface integrations (see [41] for the specific timing, and a diagram, of the land and upper-air analysis in the coupled system).
Hereafter, each component of the soil moisture assimilation system is reviewed with the new implementation, assuming that only screen-level variables (2 m temperature and 2 m relative humidity) and SMOS T B are assimilated.
The Background Vector
In the current ECMWF operational system, the state vector x of the SEKF consists of the soil moisture of the first three layers of the operational land-surface scheme: the Hydrology-Tiled ECMWF Scheme for Surface Exchange over Land (H-TESSEL, [42] ). The H-TESSEL short-range forecast initialized from the most recent analysis provides the background value of soil moisture for each grid point j and layer, as well as for other land-surface processes such as the evolution of surface temperature or the snow cover extension. The background vector is, for grid point j:
with sm 1 the soil moisture from the first 7 cm of soil, sm 2 the soil moisture from 7 to 28 cm and sm 3 the soil moisture from 28 to 100 cm. Additionally, although not yet implemented, the SEKF structure allows the possibility of including other variables in the state vector, such as snow temperature or Leaf Area Index.
The Observation Vector
The vector of observations y contains all the observations used to analyse soil moisture. The current surface analysis uses all the observations available in 12 h windows, spanning from 2100 to 0900 UTC for the night and morning analysis, and from 0900 to 2100 UTC for the afternoon and evening analysis. There is also an early delivery stream using a 6 h assimilation window, although it will not be used in this paper. If screen-level variables and SMOS T B are assimilated, then for the 2100-0900 UTC assimilation window the observation vector reads, for the grid point j:
with θ the incidence angle of the SMOS observation and n the number of incidence angles assimilated for this grid point during the 12 h assimilation window. Note that for the night-morning cycle, the screen-level variables are available only at synoptic times (0000 and 0600 UTC) and for SMOS only the pure polarisation modes XX and YY are used. For the vast majority of land grid points and for each 12 h cycle, only data from one satellite orbit is available for assimilation. During summer months at high latitudes observations in both ascending and descending orbits are available too. The SMOS data product assimilated is the NRT T B , which are geolocated level-1 data, as described in [38] . NRT observations are a requirement for operational use, because observations arriving later cannot be integrated in the surface or upper-air analysis.
Observations and Background Errors
The success of an assimilation system is very much dependent on an accurate specification of the error covariance matrices of the background value and the observations, as they will determine the extent of correction of the model background. The observation error matrix R is a square matrix, with dimension equal to the number of assimilated observations. In the context of the SEKF, it is specific to each model grid point. The diagonal elements represent the variance of each observation and the non-diagonal elements quantify the correlation between a pair of observations. With the incorporation of SMOS data collocated in space with the model grid points in the SEKF, the observation error matrix R for the 2100-0900 UTC assimilation window is, for each grid point j, of dimension 4 + n (2 in-situ synoptic observations at 2 synoptic times and n the number of SMOS observations) and takes the following form:
The non-diagonal terms represent covariance matrices between screen-level variables and SMOS observations, and the two diagonal elements represent variance-covariance matrices for screen-level variables and SMOS observations, respectively. Assuming that n SMOS observations are assimilated for grid point j, the R SM OS term reads as:
The diagonal elements of R SM OS represent the variance of the pure radiometric accuracy of each SMOS observation, and change from grid point to grid point. In the operational soil moisture analysis, R
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is a diagonal matrix. The square root of the diagonal terms is the standard deviation of screen-level variables (σ(T 2m ) = 2 K, σ(RH 2m ) = 10%). The background covariance error matrix B is also diagonal and static, and accounts for the background error associated with the state vector, which has an operational value of 0.01 m 3 · m −3 for each soil layer. Note that unlike the observations covariance error matrix R, all the diagonal elements of B have the same value. However, in reality the components of B grow in time due to model error, for instance due to inaccuracies in simplified parameterisations or in precipitation errors.
Observation Operator
The observation operator projects the background state into observation space to enable comparison in the SEKF. Screen-level variables are prognostic variables of the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS). They are first analysed with an OI scheme to spatially distribute the information from the observations. Then they are used as input for the soil moisture analysis. The observation operator for screen temperature and humidity is just an interpolation from the model grid to the observation location. In contrast, the simulation of passive L-band T B needs the description of a complete radiative transfer model. To this end, the CMEM forward operator was developed at ECMWF. CMEM estimates the surface emission according to the soil state and land cover, allowing different parameterisations for each component of the soil emission. The key components were calibrated according to the studies of [43] [44] [45] at local and regional scale. A global-scale calibration exercise was also performed by [46] and the best combination of soil parameterisations found in that investigation is used in this study. CMEM was interfaced to the IFS following the approach of [47] and enabled for example, SMOS T B to be monitored from the early stages of the mission [38] . CMEM constitutes the ECMWF forward L-band observation operator and simulates the equivalent model T B for each SMOS observation assimilated in the IFS. In this paper the forward operator will be denoted as H.
The Analysis and Forecast Steps
Soil moisture is updated twice per 12 h analysis cycle, at 0000 and 0600 UTC for the 2100 to 0900 UTC cycle, and at 1200 and 1800 UTC for the 0900 to 2100 cycle. At each i analysis time the soil moisture of the top 3 layers of the HTESSEL land-surface model is sequentially updated, grid point by grid point, by merging all the information corresponding to model and observations, and by applying the linear solution of the SEKF equations:
where the subscript k indicates the soil layer and the a, b and OBS superscripts stand for analysis, background and observations, respectively. The Kalman gain matrix K i modulates the correction of the innovation vector (the difference between the observations and the corresponding model equivalent) to the background state. A value of zero means that the observations cannot add any information to the background. K i depends on the linearised observation operator H i , and on the background B and observations R covariance error matrices according to the Kalman gain equation:
In an Extended Kalman Filter, the non-linear observation operator H that is mapping the model state vector x into the observation space is linearised and the solution of the analysed state at time i is analytically obtained by Equation (5) (see [48] ). In the SEKF, the observation operator matrix is linearised through finite differences, by forcing small perturbations of each component of the state vector δx k at the beginning of the assimilation window, and evaluating the impact of the individual perturbations on each model variable. In the example used in this paper the Jacobian H of the observation operator at analysis time i is computed, for the grid point j, as:
The numerator of each component represents the impact of the perturbed state on the model variable:
. After the analysis step the computed increment is added to the background vector.
Then, the analysed state vector evolves from time i to time i + 1 according to:
with M the non-linear forecast model, which in this paper represents the land-surface model H-TESSEL.
Jacobian Calibration
The system presented above permits the assimilation of SMOS T B . But for this new type of observation to be used optimally, some components of the system need to be calibrated. The Jacobian matrix of the observation operator is one of the crucial components of the assimilation system. It modulates the value of the Kalman gain by evaluating the sensitivity of the model equivalent of the observations to small perturbations of the state vector. Excessive sensitivity is a sign of numerical noise produced by too small perturbations or by perturbing factors to the signal, such as Radio Frequency Interference (RFI). On the other hand, very small sensitivity points towards areas where the observations do not provide additional information on the state vector.
The size of the perturbation applied to the control vector to estimate the Jacobian components of screen-level variables was optimized by [22, 39] . Here and for the sake of consistency, the same method was employed and extended to calibrate the SMOS components of the Jacobians. This is also the same method used in other centers ( [49, 50] ); in a well-behaved deterministic system the Jacobians should be independent of the sign of the perturbation, and the mean Jacobian evaluated through a positive and negative perturbation of soil moisture, independent of the size of the perturbation δx k within the linearity limits. Several one-week assimilation experiments at T159 spatial resolution were run in order to investigate the previous two requirements. A total of 9 perturbations in the range from 0.0001 to 0.1 m 3 /m −3 , positive and negative, were applied to the three layers of soil moisture and during two weeks, in August 2011 and February 2012, hence studying the potential influence of very different meteorological conditions in the Jacobians. To avoid the signature of snow or ice, snow and frozen masks, based on forecasted snow depth and 2 m temperature fields, were applied to observed SMOS T B . Also, grid points showing unrealistic large sensitivity to soil moisture perturbations were filtered out. In total, six incidence angles from 10
• to 60
• , in steps of 10 • , were assimilated in these experiments. The
Jacobians were obtained for each experiment, and the global average value with positive and negative perturbations is shown in Figure 1 , for the top three soil layers. A much larger sensitivity is observed in the first soil layer, as might be expected given that the penetration depth of the L-band is just a few cm. Note that this sensitivity is several orders of magnitude larger than for screen temperature as shown in [43] . Therefore, a larger correction of the first soil layer due to SMOS observations is expected compared to screen-level variables. The sensitivity of model T B to soil moisture is negative, so in general terms, increasing soil moisture will decrease T B . Only under very specific circumstances will this not be the case. For the second and third soil layers, the observed sensitivity to perturbed soil moisture is much lower than for the top layer, which is a consequence of the loss of the satellite sensor sensitivity with depth. It is surprising that the global averaged Jacobians turn out to be larger for February than for August, the latter with much drier soil conditions. However, one should bear in mind that the number of grid points used to compute the average Jacobians is very different for the two months. In fact, in February the northern latitudes are filtered out as they are covered by snow. These latitudes show lower sensitivity to soil moisture due to wetter conditions, and in February they do not contribute to the total average, which explains this larger value. Figure 1 also shows, as required, the Jacobians to be independent of the size of the perturbation. Small absolute differences different from zero point towards some instabilities of the numerical radiative transfer model. Those perturbations comprised between 0.001 and 0.01 m 3 · m −3 result in lower absolute differences, and for the sake of consistency with screen-level variables, 0.01 m 3 · m −3 was selected as the perturbation for the SMOS components of the Jacobians of the observation operator. 
Experimental Validation
The approach explained above to assimilate SMOS T B was implemented in the ECMWF SEKF and validated through two simple experiments in the coupled ECMWF land-atmospheric model: (a) a control run, consisting of assimilating only 2 m temperatures and 2 m relative humidity, as in the operational system (hereafter CTRL); (b) an experimental run, where SMOS T B were assimilated in addition to screen-level variables, at 2 incidence angles (40 • and 50
• ) with a margin of 0.5 • (this means that for example, for 40 • all observations with incidence angles between 39.5 • and 40.5
• will be considered), and the two pure polarisation modes (XX, YY) (hereafter denoted as EXPT). The period of the experiment spanned from 1 to 15 July 2012. The background and observation covariance error matrices are those explained in Section 2.3. Figure 2 shows the histogram of the diagonal element values of R SM OS , representing the variance of the radiometric accuracy for 15 days of data filtered from snow and frozen soil. Most of them have low values, with a mean of 7.58 K 2 , although observations with very large associated variance were also found, as shown in the zoom box in Figure 2 . The analyses were carried out at global scale and at a spatial resolution of approximately 40 km to match the spatial resolution of SMOS observations and to avoid large horizontal correlations between SMOS observations. The upper-air analysis was constrained by using only conventional data and a few geostationary satellites, making both experiments computationally affordable. Increments were allowed to occur also in very dry regions with initial soil moisture lower than 0.01 m 3 · m −3 . In these areas, SMOS observations can be very sensitive to any variation of the soil water content, and potentially it can bring a large benefit. 
Bias Characterization and Correction
Using remote-sensing information to adjust model-based estimations in a land data assimilation system requires a certain degree of coherence between both sources of information. Bias between model and satellite data will unavoidably exist and successful merging of remote-sensing data and model data will rely on prior estimation and correction of these biases. In Figure 3 the averaged biases from 1 to 15 July 2012, at YY polarisation and 40
• , between SMOS T B and CMEM estimations are
shown. Not only is a large average bias found (−8.29 K), but the biases have very uneven geographical distribution. Large negative biases are observed in northern Canada as well as in the wetlands. They are also large and negative in China, northern India and some regions of the Middle East, but in this case this is due to contamination by RFI. Table 1 shows the averaged bias and its standard deviation per incidence angle and polarisation. It shows that they can be also very different depending on the viewing angle and polarisation. The RTM estimations are on average slightly underestimated only at 40
• and XX polarisation. Larger variability is observed in XX than in YY polarisation, as XX polarisation is more sensitive to soil moisture. These results are consistent with those observed on a dedicated ECMWF website for monitoring SMOS T B : http://www.ecmwf.int/products/forecasts/d/ charts/monitoring/satellite/smos/. 30°N   40°N   50°N   60°N   70°N   80°N   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E  160°E   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E  160°E   -50  -25  -20  -15  -10  -5  0  5  10  15 The method used here to rescale SMOS T B to the RTM dynamical range is simple; the mean bias for the period under study was computed individually for each grid point, incidence angle and polarisation and then subtracted from each corresponding observation. This is just an approximation to more complex statistically based correction approaches, such as cumulative distribution matching [51] or least-squares regression techniques [52] . Since the correction is constant for each grid point, this method works efficiently in areas showing stable bias during the duration of the experiment, whereas substantial residual biases remain in grid points showing a large dynamic range of T B . Figure 4 shows an example of the bias for a location in central Australia, before (squares) and after (filled dots) correction of the observations. While by construction, the averaged bias (after a correction of −10.39 K) is zero, the first and last observations along the studied period increase the bias. However, averaged at global scale the consistency between the rescaled observations and the model equivalents is higher, as the averaged rescaled T B increases from 255.76 K to 259.91 K, which is more in agreement with the average of the simulated T B , 259.12 K. 
Quality Control
All the observations within the assimilation system are subjected to different quality checks, as a series of basic checks as described in [38] , a snow mask and a RFI filter based on the NRT product flags, preventing spurious observations that are not consistent with the model being assimilated. The blank spaces in Figure 3 correspond to RFI filtered data. Figure 5a shows the number of SMOS observations available for assimilation within the SEKF in experiment EXPT. As expected the number increases with latitude, as the revisit time is shorter at higher latitudes. It also shows areas that have less frequent revisit satellite passes during the period of the experiment. However, the reduced number of available observations in the Himalayas and the Andes is due to previous filtering steps based on snow and frozen soils, as shown in Figure 6 . The number of screen-level observations is the same in both experiments; they are especially dense in Europe but good coverage is also found in eastern and northern parts of the US, the east of Australia, China and South Africa, as shown in Figure 7 . Further, each observation is compared to the model equivalent and a maximum acceptable difference is defined, which is called the first-guess check. For SMOS T B this value is set to 20 K, based on the standard deviation of the SMOS T B innovations. Figure 5b shows the number of observations rejected per grid point showing discrepancies larger than 20 K with the model simulation. There are two areas with a large number of rejections in Eurasia, the Middle East and China. This is due to RFI contamination. For the rest of the globe, very few observations are rejected. It is not known if the first-guess rejections are due to noisy observations or a deficient simulation. Very few screen-level observations are rejected by the first guess (limits are 5 K for T 2m and 20% for RH 2m ). Simulated observations showing too large sensitivity to small perturbations of soil moisture are also rejected. Figure 5c shows the number of observations rejected by this check and their geographical distribution. They occur mainly in desert areas of North Africa and the Middle East, where due to the strong radiative heating, the surface temperature and soil effective temperature are very close, producing very large sensitivity of T B to soil moisture variations, following the model of [53] . This effect is discussed in detail in [54] . 0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E  160°E   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E  160°E   1  10  15  20  25  30  35  40  50  75  100  120   0°N   10°S   20°S   30°S   40°S   50°S   60°S   70°S   80°S   10°N   20°N   30°N   40°N   50°N   60°N   70°N   80°N   0°N   10°S   20°S   30°S   40°S   50°S   60°S   70°S   80°S   10°N   20°N   30°N   40°N   50°N   60°N   70°N   80°N   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E  160°E   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E  160°E   1  3  5  7  9  11  13  15  17  19   10°N   20°N   30°N   40°N   50°N   10°N   20°N   30°N   40°N   50°N   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E   1  3  5  7  9 30°N   40°N   50°N   60°N   70°N   80°N   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E  160°E   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E  160°E   0  30  60  90  120  150  180  210  240 0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E  160°E   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E 
Soil Moisture Increments
The total soil moisture increments for CTRL and EXPT experiments are shown in Figure 8 for the top 7 cm (which SMOS observations are sensitive to) and for the deep layer, which in this study is defined as the combination of the second and third model layers (7-100 cm, where SMOS observations have no or very little sensitivity). Analysis increments are mostly small for the top soil layer, below 1 mm if only T 2m and RH 2m observations are assimilated. Larger positive increments are observed in the Great Plains of the US, the western part of north Canada, central Asia and the northwestern part of Australia. Prior to use in the SEKF, screen-level variables are spatialised by an OI analysis scheme, which produces large spatialised patches of positive and negative increments. These increments will be more effective in areas where the SYNOP network is denser, as in Europe or the east of the US. Adding SMOS T B to the observation vector has a significant impact on the increments of the top layer. Indeed, negative increments are now also observed in central US, northern Canada, Sahel, Siberia and eastern Australia, areas which according to SMOS observations are too wet. Contrarily, strong positive increments are added in western and northern Europe and fareeastern Russia. Increment patterns of the deeper layer are very similar for CTRL and EXPT, since the sensitivity of screen-level variables and remote-sensing data to soil moisture decreases with the soil depth. In fact, the information carried in the observations is propagated in the vertical dimension through the computation of dynamical Jacobians. The main difference in the increments of the deep layer is observed in west and north of Europe, for which SMOS data added water up to 10 mm. 0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E  160°E   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E 0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E  160°E   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E 0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E  160°E   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E 0°N   10°S   20°S   30°S   40°S   50°S   10°N   20°N   30°N   40°N   50°N   60°N   70°N   80°N   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E  160°E   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E Table 2 shows the global average of the soil moisture increments, as well as their absolute value and standard deviation, for the top and deep layer. It is observed that averaged at global scale, the net effect of assimilating SMOS data too is adding slightly less water to the top layer (0.04 mm) than assimilating only screen variables (0.13 mm), whereas it adds more water for the root zone (0.85 mm). Either for CTRL or EXPT, the absolute increments (global averaged) are larger for the deep layer. However, this is relative to the depth of each layer (70 mm for the top layer and 930 mm for the deep layer), and this turns into relative increments of the same order for both layers for CTRL, whereas for EXPT they are 7 times larger for the top layer compared to the deep layer. In the top soil layer, the variability of the increments with SMOS data are 3.5 times larger than if no SMOS data were assimilated. This means that EXPT is more dynamic at adjusting the top soil moisture than CTRL. The differences in the accumulated increments between EXPT and CTRL are shown in Figure 9 . The main difference in the top layer is observed in the north of Europe, which is seen wetter by SMOS data than the model prediction. A deeper investigation was carried out over a location in Sweden, where the assimilation of screen variables and SMOS data brings accumulated increments larger than 10 mm: Figure 10 shows that increments of the top layer are systematically positive with a value over 2 mm for the first analysis step. In contrast, increments are comparatively negligible if only T 2m and RH 2m observations are assimilated, despite being an area with a good density of SYNOP stations. The first large positive increment in Figure 10 is due to the combination of a large dry initial bias (produced by a simulated T B that is too warm) and negative Jacobian values at this location (decreasing simulated T B with a positive perturbation of soil moisture). Although the bias is large, it is not large enough to have data rejected by the first-guess check (threshold of −20 K). Most of the innovations in Figure 10 are negative and relatively large, which produces large total positive increments. Apart from being in an RFI influence area (see Figure 5 ), this is a challenging region for the RTM and the filtering system. Firstly because there are still observations under freezing conditions in July and secondly because this is a region with a large density of small lakes which are not yet resolved by the model. Therefore many of these pixels are interpreted as being completely covered by land with higher emissivity properties. This example shows the limitations of the simple bias correction approach adopted in EXPT. It is not efficient in pixels showing large variability of T B , because significant biases are still present within the assimilation system. There is also a need to account for higher resolution information of the soil cover. This is likely the case too with other positive increments found at northern latitudes. However, interesting drying signatures are observed in semi-arid regions, as in the Great Plains of the US, the subsahelian region and the east of Australia, regions characterized by a low density of the vegetation canopy and large proportion of bare soil, thus where the SMOS signal contains very useful information about soil moisture. 40°N   50°N   60°N   70°N   80°N   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E  160°E   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E 30°N   40°N   50°N   60°N   70°N   80°N   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E  160°E   0°E  20°W  40°W  60°W  80°W  100°W  120°W  140°W  160°W  20°E  40°E  60°E  80°E  100°E  120°E  140°E 
Soil Moisture Analysis Behaviour
The behaviour of the assimilation system was validated in an area where the assimilation of SMOS showed more impact in this case study. The top 5 cm of the hourly soil moisture observations from five different stations located along a horizontal transect of 149 km between the states of Texas and New Mexico in the US, were retrieved and compared to the closest CTRL and EXPT analyses of the model top layer. The station names are, from west to east, Willow Wells, Crossroads, Lehman, Levelland and Reese Center and are part of the Soil Climate Analysis Network (SCAN). For this period of the year, the soil is very dry in this area and the remote-sensed T B have good sensitivity to any variation in soil moisture. Only significant correlation values (based on the p-value test at 95% significant level) between in-situ observations and the CTRL and EXPT analyses were obtained for the Crossroads and Lehman stations. These stations are separated by a distance of 47.7 km. To minimize the local discrepancies that could be originated by comparing point-scale observations to analyses representative of a larger area, only averaged observations of the previous two stations were compared to the corresponding averaged soil moisture analyses of CTRL and EXPT. Figure 11 shows the daily mean in-situ observations and the daily mean analyses of CTRL and EXPT. From the first analysis, EXPT becomes drier than CTRL and closer to the observations. The averaged analysis of CTRL is very wet by day 5 of the experiment, as a response to a model precipitation, which is partially corrected by SMOS observations. Both experiments are able to reproduce the peak of moisture observed the 11 of July, whereas after that, EXPT dries slightly more than CTRL. On average over these two stations, EXPT obtains better coefficient of correlation (0.79) than CTRL (0.72), as well as lower RSMD (0.034 vs. 0.044 m 3 · m −3 ). Even if the system does not benefit yet from complete calibration, this exercise shows the potential of using remote-sensing data in areas where such data is expected to be very sensitive to soil moisture. Figure 12 shows the bias, defined as (observation-forecast), and RMS forecast error for four synoptic times (12 h, 24 h, 36 h and 48 h). Forecasts were initialised at 00UTC and compared with observations from all available SYNOP stations (see Figure 7) and averaged within these two regions. Note that not all in-situ SYNOP observations used in Figure 12 were assimilated due to quality control checks. A strong cycle of day-night bias is observed in both regions, but the amplitude is larger in central US with warm bias all day, much stronger in the early morning, as the model has more difficulties in accurately modeling temperature in stable conditions with strong temperature gradients close to the surface. Biases are reduced at mid-evening with less coupling between land and the near-surface atmosphere. The warm bias in the early morning at the Great Plains would be reduced by drying the air as it would allow the model temperature to get colder. In this sense, the negative soil moisture increments introduced by also assimilating SMOS data are consistent. However, the forecast biases of EXPT (with SMOS data) are slightly decreased at 12 h forecast compared to CTRL (without SMOS data), and slightly increased at longer forecast lead times. This means that the biases in air temperature do not necessarily come only from soil moisture inaccuracies, but are also originated by other sources, such as model errors. In the north of Europe the model has a cold bias during daytime and warm bias at nightime. The coupling in this region between land and atmosphere is weaker than in central US and forecast biases are smaller. Even if a substantial amount of water is added in this region by assimilating SMOS data, very little impact on 2 m temperature is observed. The RMS forecast error increases with the lead time (not shown) and is larger for the Great Plains domain (2.37 K for the Great Plains vs. 1.39 K for North Europe at 24 h forecast). This is due to the larger warmer bias early in the morning. However, the total effect of introducing SMOS and averaged over the four synoptic times (by averaging 60 forecasts, 15 for each lead time) is small. The impact on the 2 m dew point, from which the relative humidity can be derived, was also small (not shown). 
2 m Temperature Impact

Discussion
This paper presents an updated version of the soil moisture analysis in the ECMWF land-atmospheric coupled model. In contrast to most studies found in the literature with passive microwaves, the system presented in this paper makes it possible to assimilate direct information about soil moisture from passive microwave T B to correct a model estimation. This is a new functionality of the ECMWF LDAS. As previously stated in this paper, the observation error information and the latency are two powerful reasons to assimilate direct radiances for soil moisture. Indeed, NWP centers are very constrained by time and require NRT access to observations. The SMOS data used in this study are available for use in the assimilation system between 3 and 4 h after sensing time (which makes their implementation possible in an operational context), whereas the SMOS level-2 soil moisture product is not available before 8 h, frequently beyond 12 h. However, one may wonder why the vast majority of assimilation studies for soil moisture analysis are based on satellite retrievals. A combination of several factors may explain it. A considerable reason is the complexity of the observation operator. In the case of soil moisture retrievals it becomes simple, frequently the identity matrix or a simple spatial interpolation, which makes the implementation in offline systems straightforward rather than needing an external interface with a full non-linear radiative transfer model. Additionally, the computational expense of assimilating satellite retrievals can be considerably lower. Other possible reasons can be less complex related tangent linear and adjoint operators, although in this paper the explicit computation of these operators is circumvented by approximating the Jacobian matrix by finite differences. For NRT applications, such as NWP, making the land system ready to assimilate NRT radiances is a key development, as integrating microwave T B (as in SMOS data) in an operational structure can influence weather forecasts.
In Figure 3 large biases were found between SMOS observations and the CMEM equivalents, mainly due to RFI, topography and also for model grid cells (approximately 40 km in this study) with a significant portion covered by water bodies. RFI sources are strong in some regions of the Middle East and Asia, especially in China. To filter RFI-contaminated observations, the system presented in this paper relies partly on flags contained in the current version of the NRT processor (v5.05). These flags are succesful at pointing towards the main sources but not at the tails, which can be very important too. However, the first-guess check, as defined in Section 3.2, is effective at removing many other observations contaminated by RFI. The next operational version of the processor will account for a much improved algorithm of RFI detection. Concerning topography, the topographic effect in the L-band signal is not yet well resolved, and areas with strong orography can be easily underestimated by the RTM, as it occurs over the Alps region. Observations over these areas should be avoided until models are able to simulate their emission with reasonable accuracy. A possible recommended way to avoid these observations being assimilated is by using an external map of orographic slope. Large negative biases were also found in wetlands and over some wide rivers, such as the Amazon river (see Figure 3) ; the reason for this is that in the current operational land-surface model, if the portion of water within a model grid cell is lower than 50%, then the physical temperature of the soil within that cell will be used as input for the observation operator, ignoring the different temperature of the water body. In terms of T B , this can turn into a much warmer simulation compared to the observation, which explains the negative bias found in the Amazon river. Reducing all these biases between the model and SMOS observations prior to assimilation is crucial. The analysis solution of the SEKF is based, among others, on the assumption that the assimilation system is free from bias. In this paper the observations were corrected to be more consistent with the model statistics. The methodology employed is simple and was based on subtracting the mean systematic bias from the observations, in a pointwise fashion. Although it preserves zero mean bias during the assimilation period, it does not account for day to day variability, and therefore it is limited with respect to the efficiency at removing bias in pixels showing large variability of T B . An accurate evaluation of the impact of SMOS observations in the coupled forecasting system will have to account for more sophisticated bias correction methods, accounting at least for the differences between the mean and variance of both model and observations. But it is likely that even after bias correction, remaining bias will stay in the system. For instance, [36] reported large bias between SMOS observations and model equivalents from the microwave tau-omega radiative transfer model (which is a version of the CMEM RTM used in this study) before parameter calibration. But even after calibration, seasonal residual biases between −10 K and 10 K were remaining.
One of the main advantages of assimilating direct satellite measurements instead of satellite retrievals is that the observation error introduced in the assimilation system is better controlled. The values shown in Figure 2 are directly supplied by the data provider and represent an objective error representative of the observation. However, these values are likely underestimated if one takes into account that the observation error is also affected by other factors such as the sampling depth or the T B algorithm reconstruction. In the present form, the weight given to SMOS observations in the analysis increment is likely to be overestimated and future experiments will have to account for other sources of error. The histogram of variances in Figure 2 showed a bimodal distribution. This reflects the particular geometry of the heterogeneous distribution of sensitivities within the field of view of SMOS observations. Pixels which are close to the boresight have better radiometric sensitivity (around [2.5-3] K) than those close to the edge of the field of view around [4-5.5 ] K, because the gain of the antenna decreases with the distance to the boresight.
The assimilation case study of Section 3 showed, for CTRL (representing a simplified configuration of the operational system,) similar relative soil moisture increments of the top layer (0-7 cm) and the deep layer (7-100 cm). As shown in Figure 8 , screen-level variables produce very small corrections of soil moisture due to the low sensitivity to soil moisture variations and the small weight given in the assimilation system compared to the background value. This can be verified by projecting the background error matrix into observation space (assuming the values given in [22] for the T 2m and RH 2m Jacobian components) and comparing it to the variance of the observation errors. In contrast, EXPT assimilating also SMOS T B , obtained relative increments up to 7 times larger for the top layer compared to the deep layer. This result means that the information contained in the SMOS observations impacts greatly on the first few cm of the soil, as would be expected from a type of observation that is very informative about the model top layer. Indeed, SMOS strongly contributes to the top increments, being nearly 8 times larger in absolute values for EXPT than for CTRL. Despite all the future necessary adjustments of the assimilation system, this is a very encouraging result to make use of direct information from remote-sensing data to effectively adjust the state of the soil. On the other hand, the impact in the deep layer is small, just 1.1 times larger for EXPT than for CTRL, but this was expected due to the rapid decrease in sensitivity with depth. The large increments observed at depth in northern and western Europe are likely due to the combined effect of RFI and residual biases that were assimilated (as the simple bias correction method used does not account for day to day variability), but also to the frequent amount of water bodies found in northern Europe and currently unresolved by the land-surface model. Several adjustments will be necessary to make sure that the top layer information is propagated consistently through the vertical profile. The accumulated impact of SMOS assimilation on the top soil layer over time should eventually have a larger impact in the deeper layers. This could be observed after long periods (months to years), for example through adjustments of infiltration from the shallow layer into the deeper layers.
The experiment of this paper compared soil moisture analyses (obtained with SMOS data) with averaged point-scale observations in a dry area showing strong increments. Although more dedicated strategies could be used to validate the analysis (for example by upscaling the available in-situ data to the coarser satellite footprint scale [55] ), and the number of in-situ samples used in this paper is not sufficient to conclude positive impact, there is a potential benefit with deserves to be investigated over longer periods and with larger number of observations. The experiment using SMOS data also showed neutral impact on air temperature. But even neutral impact is beneficial to complement the existing data, as the whole system can benefit from the availability of one source of data if the other is unavailable. The neutral impact on air temperature points also towards possible deficiencies in the coupled system, although it cannot provide an answer for their origin. For example, the large response of soil moisture to SMOS data in the Great Plains of the US was not followed by a significant impact on 2 m temperature, likely due to other factors, such as an inaccurate radiative forcing or inadequate evaporation formulation. If NWP centers aim at benefiting from the new wealth of remote-sensing data providing direct observations of soil moisture, they will likely have to cope with land-atmospheric coupling issues to make the behaviour of all the Earth-system components consistent with the new data.
Conclusions and Perspectives
This paper presents a new version of the ECMWF LDAS. The good behaviour of the new system was validated by comparing the analyses of a 15-day global-scale experiment using an operational configuration with a similar one but adding SMOS T B . This is a necessary and logical step in the process of implementating the operational assimilation of new data sensitive to soil moisture. The results presented in this study highlight the potential benefits of the new data. This paper indicates that the assimilation of SMOS data impacts strongly on the top soil layer, up to seven times more than only the use of indirect information from screen data. This result is very encouraging, especially where soil moisture evolves without any observational constrain due to the unavailability or low density of screen variables. Nonetheless, the impact in the shallow layer will likely be reduced by using a larger, more realistic error representative of the observations. The impact in the root-zone is moderate for the 15-days period of the experiment in this study, and comparable to the net volume of water adjusted by screen-level variables. However, the deep layer still benefits from assimilation, as the SEKF used in this study is able, to some extent, to propagate the soil moisture information into deeper layers throughout the Jacobian computation. The assimilation of SMOS T B does not have an homogeneous impact over land surfaces. Large increments were obtained in dry areas and characterized by low vegetation density, where SMOS has a lot of potential. But also large increments were found in areas with numerous water bodies, not resolved yet by the land-surface model. These results should be taken with caution and are only indicative of the potential benefits of using direct passive microwave radiances for soil moisture estimation. The real benefits of using SMOS data in this system will only be duly evaluated if longer-term assimilation experiments are investigated, spanning at least a boreal summer or a whole hydrological year. This should be accompanied by an exhaustive validation against all available in-situ soil moisture data and atmospheric observations.
The efficiency of assimilating SMOS T B in the ECMWF LDAS will be enhanced by future model and data assimilation developments. Soon, the introduction of a model providing resolved temperatures for inland water bodies will provide more accurate inputs for the RTM where significant portions of a model grid cell are covered by water. Other future model developments include a more accurate description of the daily cycle of convective precipitation, therefore reducing the uncertainty of the atmospheric forcing, or the introduction of soil temperature in the SEKF, which will enhance the advantages of assimilating direct T B instead of satellite retrievals. Regarding the assimilation system, more sophisticated bias correction schemes are necessary and are currently being implemented to guarantee that only random differences between model estimations and the observations are corrected. In addition, other developments include a simple scheme to reduce the noise of the assimilated SMOS observations [56] and a detailed calibration of each element of the assimilation system. For example, the correct weight given to the assimilated observations in the SEKF as well as to the model error are being investigated. All these developments will make it possible to optimize the use of SMOS T B in the ECMWF LDAS.
